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Look, listen and r^Reddjtt
learn about . . .

—
Designing programs
Editing

Graphics

Arrays and data

This 60-minuie videotape

presents an easy to-

understand introduction to

Basic programming on the

Electron. PLUS a number of

programs on the sound track

which you can load into your
Electron and use as part of

the course..

Please st: i id me copies of your
Electron videotape at the special price of £19.95
(including VAT and P&P). Total: £
Pled!# Stale format required C VH5 BeUnlax

Name .

Address

Signed

Send to: Ejection User. FREEPOST.
Eiuopa House, 68 Chester Road,
H;ueli Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.
(No StQrap needed 4 posted jn UK?

Pauses indicate method of payment (y

)

Access/ Mastenchar-ge/Eurocard

Barclaycard/Visa

n American Express

Card No.

Expiry dare

Cheque/PQ made payable to

Database Publication!!; Ltd

Dr vO- can older by phone quoting

crad-'t card number and eqaiiy cate

061-456 4157
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Electron software race
THE arrival of the Acorn
Electron has created a
Stir among many firms
that supply the micro-
computer industry.

It s predicted phenomenal
success means a rich new
market for software pro-

id.icsrs and Its expansion

possibilities arc [.ready
te mating hardware designers.

The lead in the race fa

produce software for tho

E enUon seems lu be shared

between three firms.

As might be expected.

Acorn-soft wes the first to

launch a series of packages
designed for the Electron.

rang ng from old favourites

like fircatfo gam?* and VU'U-

cational programs to utility

packages and alternative
cnrr.oiiTer Languages such as

Forth and Lisp.

Ifig oarnes like A Si F Com
outing and Micro Power have

been racing to convert the

nest of their BBC Micro
games to work on the

under
I

Electron. The main difficulty

they have encountered is that

the Electron, though sharing

The an m e finale m ihw RRC
Micro, is slower although

a fa hT mi.Cm iri its own right

The software has to be ad

jualud Lo compensate for the

reduced speed- and some
ether, minor, hardware dif-

ferences between the two
machines. But both corns

pan! es say they will have a

c c m pi rehfl-nsi v e r n ngo of

Electron software in the very

lie a i future.

In fact so great is the

expected demand for the

Electron that W.H. Smith had

Ordered 12.500 cassettes

from Micro Power before a

single Electron had been sold.

All over the country other

software houses are tooling

up to meet the challenge pro-

vided by die micro that may
be the best so ing In history.

And it's not just the

software houses- who are

bracing the nsedves for the

Elect tot’s boom. The com
pa rues who produce hardware

add-ons a r=a aware of its

expansion possibilities and
are developing products with

that in mind.

Tire Sue lo bn fir ft] Id

Deduce hardwe te add-on -3

scorn a to have been won by
Sir Computers, of Cardiff.

Already t ^as a combined A
to L> (joystick! and Centronics

printer interface which will

cost about £40.

Plans for the -cisr future in

elude- e ROM board to enable

eventual expansion and an

adapter that will give the

Production rate is doubled

Electron Mode 7 - the relftlext

mode.
Over m Cambridge, Acorn

is. certainly work Png u-n

hardware to use die expan-
sion pj-u-r l, though there are no
f

: 'm details as yet

Bo even before the
Electron “as been sold : n any
substantial numbers the

microcomputer industry is

rushing m support it.

W.H. Smiil-i has starter!

soiling it in their shops - the

first time the firm has ever
marketed art "unproven 1

'

micro.

With practical support like

this, coupled with the
tremendous amount of in-

terest arid activity in every-

thing to do with the Electron.

Acorn's new baby has been

aunched with more prospects

for its ultimate success: than

any other micro has ever en-

joyed in the past.

THE d emend for the
Electron is so intense that

tho production lino In

Malaysia, where they are
working overtime to meet
Arifim h i?rd«r fur 100,000
machines, cannot Du pa.

An urgent SOS last

month to the Welsh
factory that makes the
BBC Micro has resulted in

agreement to speed up the
creation of a second
Electron production line m
Gwant
The firm has agreed to

produce an additional
100,000 Electrons.

To do so it is taking cm
another 100 workers, end
has promised Acorn they
will be able to turn out
4,000 machines, a week..
H tej r ftng m January

,

The factory is being
extended to accommodate
the extra plant, and a rush
order has gone out for

newly-developed auto-
matic insertion and teat

equipment.
The head of the firm,

Henry Kioch, said; "Wo
have been making the B0C
Micro for more than a year.

So far our production has

increased tenfoldT.

First production models
of the Electron! were air-

lifted from S i n gmpnm to

Britain in September find

wart iiHi^tfdiiutsly snapped
up by dealers and software
developers.

As demand from poten-
tial Electron users
escalated, the Malaysian
manufacturers promised
that supplies would be
shipped out weekly. Even
ao it in unlikely sufficient

machines will be available

to meet ah p re- Christinas

orders.

elect
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the script

let 's set ousy

team the

Ooo ooooo

(astins
oAsency 9
o o
OOOOOOOO

Here's

EVERY mnnth in C h k l i r i g

Agency we'l ue giving you u

selection s j f use fr"d ef I n fi d

ch&riHCtt*rK.

In a later issue wall show
you how to make your own.
But, for lire time, being, lot's

just concentrate on how to

use the ones we've got.

It's quite straightforward,

you'll bo glad to hear.

Lai's take tha mouse You'll

see that the letters arm num
bars that define it ere:

99,23 ,25.72,92.

|
”X>

h.>
K.i

-t*-

The VDU23 part tells the

Electron that what comes
next will define a particular

shape.

The next i gure tells the

micro the code number that

will ha used to rotor to the

shape. In this case the mouse
will he known by the n timber

224.

However the micro worTt

know wlujl vot, ru do "c ntll

you actually type in VDU2 3.

the reference! numhitr rhe

following figures and
Commas, and then press tha

Return key.

That is., oetcre you can use

die user defined character

you actually have to enter, or

define, it,

You oiJn, f yyu want,

define t during a program by

a line such as;

TO IDO, 224/fC &
1

"

92
f
c'2 ,124

Once you've def red the

character you can than lell P'e

micro to display il hv referring

to its code number, in this

Case it is 224.

You use the PRINT and

CHR3 keywords to nstruti

the micro to do ibis.

So to see the mouse you
enter:

|

~FET?iT SHR* : :24-

and press the Retorn key

Hey presto" A mou&e
appears. If it doesn't, check

that you've entered the defini-

tion properl v

If you wanted you could



label
p,

rockst$'\ All that's

needed is to enter:

* zmm< T CHfff(2331

Wow, to produce your
rocket just enter:

and it will appear on the

screen.

The "magic"' is to include

CHRE(B) and CHRE(tQ) in

between the two bits of the
defined Character.

CHF$(3J moves the print

cursor back one position and
CHREf 10) moves it down one
position,

Using one after the other
moves the cursor directly

below the last thing printed.

In this case the bottom part

of the rocket appears directly

below Lhe top halt as desired.

Don't worry too much if

you don't understand the print

cursor part.

All you have to know is

that to print one part of a

defined character directly on
top of the other you just add
them together in a label with
CHRSI8) ^ C H R $ ( 1 0)
between them.

For example, to produce
the rabbit we just enter the

VDU23 statements. Then we
make the label up as follows:

rabbi tf * CHRIC23A> + m*
(G1 + CHSlfl&J * CHRJI23?]

Mow you can produce your
rabbit by:

PR itiT 77bVft*

And that s all there is to it.

Have fun with the
Characters from the Casting

Agency

|

So let's label CHR$(22Aj.
We do this oy thinking up a

name I in this case "mouse").
fhen we put a $ sign on

the end to show that it’s a

abe:. Tbit; makes it equal to

CHRS{244).
It's easier to do than to

read about. All you do is

To m&ke it easier to use.

lot's label it again. In the case
of two VOU23 statements we
just add the two CHR$
together.

Let's use the label "dogS"
- you mustn't forget the $ on
the end.

Enter:

enter: i- —
*5UsH=C*lfiiFfZZ4)

y
---.ij-r i_j r i _i

1
1“, t . j-xLui

and now VOu i:;sn net wii.r rlnn
and press the RETURN key.

Then if you want a mouse you
can just use:

“HPRINT asfltisst

instead of:

PRINT CWi224i

it makes things a lot easier.

"Ah", but you might ask,

"What about the dog? That's

got two VDU 2 3,a ip define it.

What do we do with two of

them ?"

Again, it's quite simple. If

you look at the picture you'll

see that the dog is made up of

two characters put together

to form a larger one.

All you oo is to typo in both

VDU23 statements, in this

case

;

m!23,22? T
21,24.*S*255,255 t

20 t 2v, st-

and

and don't £orget to press

Return after each one.

To get your dog on screen

just Lise:

mm ftfftMsiiS 1
J

and I: will appear.

Make sure that you get

then', in thfl right order or

you'll sqd-T the back before the

Irorit.

by:

PRINT daft

So ff you have two VDU23
statements that define bits of

a larger character you just

print them one after the other

or add them together in a

label.

This isn't jus? limited to

two carts of a figure, You can
have three or more pieces

fitted together to form a larger

Character,

Just remember to keep
them in order or you'll get

some funny looking
characters on the screen I

Finally you'sl notice that

some of the Casting Agency
characters consist of two or

mom pans but they're not in a

straight line like the dog.

They're one on top of the
other. The rocket is a case in

point.

It's not difficult to produce
the rocket. Just define tne

parts as before by typing in

the two VDU23 statements.

You'll then have the two
bits of the rocket as
CHRSI232) anc CHR$(233).

The problem is to put the

bits on the screen one on top
of the other so that they join

to form a rocket.

It’s easiiy solved, Just
n-ake a label again and add
the bits as before, only with a

!k !
. -a bi L of "magic" to produce

the desired result.

; n this case let's use the

call up the mouse in a

program lino such as:

ruf)$(224}

But remember the cha ac

ier must have been previously

tie fined Or t
r
'e -=ectron will oe

confused

!

Incidentally you might find

mat mode ' c mods- 2 will

display the little chap rath or

bettor than the mode 6 which
you're in when you switch tho

Electron on.

Just type in MODE 1 or

MODE 2 and press Return to

get the mode you want,

So. to recap, you must
define the character by enter-

ing the appropriate VDU23
statement. Then you enn
display il on ihy screen using

ins code number, PRINT and
CHR$.

it's realty Quite simple to

use,

The trouble is that a these

code numbers arc fairly

similar and can easily be

confused.

A so they don't mean very

much Is 238 o dragon or y

spoon? Or is it anything at alD

One way rn make things

dearer - after you ve defined

the characters is to label

them in a meaningful way.

We know that CHR$(224)
contains the mouse, because

we can FRiKT it onto thy

sc r sp n

.

and
tines

PRINT racket

I



The newboy
fromAcorn alreadyhas
a gang of playmates.

The Acorn Electron, Britain’s most exciting new
home micro, already has a range of software programs
specially designed for it by Acomsoft, makers of software

for the BB( Micro.

There are six mind-boggling games, two programm-
ing languages, two exciting graphics cassettes, a home
educational program and a personal money management
program.

All of which will soon help familiarize you with the

Electronand show you how to get themaximum enjoyment
out of it straight from the word go.

Ofcourse,well be constantly design i iignew softwa re

to help you fully realise the Electrons limitless potential.

You’ll find alltheprograms featured here,plus the full

The Electron.The new boy from Acorn.



range ofprograms for the BBC Micro, available at selected

WH. Smith branches and at your local Acorn stockist (To

find out where they are call 01-200 0200.)

Alternatively, you can send oil for the Acomsoft
Electron or BBC Micro catalogue, by writing to:

Acomsoft, c/o Vector Marketing, Denington Estate,

Wellingborough, Northants;

NN8 2RT vICORNSiR



10 REM tfteel

2D mode 2

70 m 29,640; 512*

; HOVE 0,0

:NM
i 13=400

so m i=2o*pi to e

STEP ‘.1

90 GCOL 0,M
•NX-iKunnoi) 35

m MOVE o
t
o

;R=R-,5

110 PLOT 0b,K*CCE I,fl*

s;n 1

120 NEXT

150 VEU 20

155 E=350

160 REPEAT

170 EX-0

ISO FOR EMTO n

190 FES Cl=m 15

195 E-E-.3

200 FGR NX*G TD i

fMEKT

210 UDU 19,n,DXsO

220 NEK?

222 IF EUO E = 35fl

225 NEXT

230 UNTIL 0

10 REM Ro*d n C and le 150 UNTIL 0

20 MODE 2 140 DEF PRGCinit

30 PRDCinit J 70 AX-0

40 REPEAT

50 YOU 19,15,
I
jOj iSCDL 0,15

40 SOUND 110,-15, 7,45 ISO HOVE 595+140

SOUND UM.AffittSS) : PLOT 1,-30,30

,45

'

tfQVE 595,140

:Ti*1E =0 sPLOT 3, -30, -10

'REPEAT UNTIL TIME MO E90 Hm 421,160

70 VDII 11,15, 0{«f
(PLOT 1,30,30

SO CX-RN3M6) MOVE 421,140

iHWfi s PLOT 1 ,30,-50

!DMSND(33-2f*l6 200 m 33 T 2a4 p
liFF v &FF 9

liFF
j

'.11*112 , leF F ,
& F F

,
IsFF

,
5 F F

,
fcFF

: El* 1 20 210 m 23,225,24,24,24

90 REPEAT ,24, 40,40, 60, 4PF

100 YHM1 220 m 23,224,24,60,124

s£X=EX-10 ,255,255.126,60,24

110 &CDL 3,H 230 PRINT TftS [9,27)

;

\m 19,Cl t
RkiH4};0! MU 225, e, 10

120 nm n,n : FOR NX-OTG 2

eVDU 224 :CDL0Ufi (RND14H

shove AX,BX : VDU 224,1,10

;YQU 224 i NEXT

130 fti*n -.m s

240 ENVELOPE 5,129,1,0,0

txi-nm ,200,0,0,126,0,0,12

140 UNTIL YX<-32 ,126,124

250- ENDPRQC

1W A i A a A A K \ \ kN'



mm bangs

NOW you don't have to
wait until bonfire night
to have a firework
display.

With these three
simple programs you
can have your Electron

rockets.producing
roman candles and
Catherine wheels.
And every one is a

real whizz bang!
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ELECTRON
DESPITE looks of scorn

from gDmo of my BBC
Micro-owning brethren

I've always stuck up for

Clive Sinclair's LX
Spectrum.

! think that for the money
it s a great little machine and

I know g lot of people are

grateful to it for their intro

duction to the world: of

computers.

It's a nice micro with

some good features and I've

had a great deal of fun with

Given my affection for the

Spectrum, 1 was intrigued

about the new Electron,

much vaunted as a rival to

Uncle Clive's machine.

Would it be as good as

the Spectrum or bettor? And
if it was a better micro

wouid the cost difference of

some £75 to £100 (depend-

ing Dn which model
Spectrum you take) be

justified?

When I finally got my
hands on an Electron i just

had to do a comparison.

The first thing you notice

when you come to the

Electron after using a

Spectrum is that it has a real

keyboard. In fact at first it

iooks like that's ail it is, but a

little experience soon cures

that misapprehension]

Using proper keys makes

a real change from the

Spectrum, and it is nice not

to feel that you have to have

three hands. It s also good to

be able to choose between

typing in your Basic key-

words letter-by- letter or to

use the single key entry

system.

With the ZX you just have

the latter,, where you press a

key marked with the word

you want and the whole

thing flashes up on the

screen,

Obviously single key entry

is quite fast, but you have to

do a lot of hunting on the

Spectrum's keyboard for the

right- combination of keys.

Qn the Electron you don't

have to worry. You can just

type in the word you want if

you can't find it on the key-

board. It's easier and more
efficient.

Not only does the
Electron score with its key-

board, but when you've

entered a program you have

a far better system of edit-

ing, or modifying, it than on

the Spectrum.

The ability to copy text

from one part of the screen

to another together with the

other editing facilities on the

Electron are far better than

on the ZX, This makes enters

Eng and amending programs

far simpler and is a big plus

for the Acorn machine.

Having said that, one
thing the Spectrum does

that the Electron doesn't is

to check each line of a

program before it is entered.

If there is a mistake, or

syntax error, in the Basic it

flags it and lets you cornet it

before it goes into the

micro's memory. On the

Electron you find your errors

when you try to run the

program.

This can be very frustrat-

ing when you've made
several errors in a long list-

ing like a games program.

So the syntax chock is a big

plus in favour of the
Spectrum.

But that is about the only

vJ



area where it does score
- except, perhaps, that the

more expen siv e S pectru

m

has 16k more memory than

the Electron. Even so the
Electron has 1 6k more
memory than the cheaper
rival, so they come out
equal.

It's in the Basic that the

Electron uses and the gra-

phics facilities provided that

it wins hands down.
The language that the

Spectrum uses, ZX Basic, is

a useful language and. as

you can see from software

produced using it. it can do a

lot of clever things, But,

compared with BBC Basie —
the dialect of Basic the

Electron uses - it is fairly

primitive.

The Basic you get with
the Electron is far more

powerful and flexible. It

allows you to produce your

programs in what is known
as a structured manner.
What this means is that it

allows the development of

programs in a logical and
easy-to-follow style.

zx e asic doesn't really

lend itself to structured pro

gramming. This is a major
drawback in a micro aimed
at beginners, ZX Basic leads

almost inevitably to poor
programming habits - the

lack of facilities it provides

ensures this.

The Electron, with its

Superior Basic, wilF allow

and encourage learners to

program properly from the
start. They'll thus avoid the

development of the ' bad
habits which our university

computer departments have
been warning us about for

some time.

For someone who is at

the start of what might be a

lifetime in programming this

is very much in the
Electron's favour.

Again, tn he fair, the

Spectrum does have one
Basic command that the

Electron doesn't. This is

CIRCLE - and very useful it

is too. To state the obvious,
it draws a circle!

A pity room couldn't be
found for it in the Electron's

vocabulary. Still the Electron

has so many other structures

which the Spectrum, doesn't

that it comes out way ahead-
Wbat of the graphics?

Both are colour computers,
so how do they compare?

Well, I've always liked the
Spectrum graphics facilities

and found them easy to use
and understand. But com-
parison with the graphics on
the Electron 'with its seven
modes and advanced com'
mands shows that, here
again, the Electron has the'

edge.

It's not that you
colours with the Electron,

you don't But you can
whole lot more with
ones you've got and
the whole screen.

Also, the graphics are a

Jot faster (though, again, the
lack of a CIRCLE command
is annoying). And you can
define separate text and
phics windows on
screen, which is invaluable
in creating good displays,

The additional graphics
commands supplied with the
Electron leave the Spectrum
standing. They are just

much better.

Ifs a similar tale with the
sound generator. The aptly-
named BEEP command on
the Spectrum can be made
to do quite a lot, but it won't
stand comparison with the
Electron's SOUND com-
mand, which is far more
versatile, When you combine
it with the ENVELOPE com-

Trrwrrm
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From Page 7

1

mand you move into a whole

new dimension of sound
generation.

Probably by now ypuTI

have realised that I think

that the Electron is a far

superior beast to the
Spectrum,

In all the areas discussed

so far it has provided better

facilities. However, i haven't

yet mentioned the feature

that appeals to me most
about the Electron, a feature

that the Spectrum just

hasn't got.

This is the powerful 6502
assembler built into the

Electron. Using this the

seemingly formidable task of

learning machine code
language can be brought

down to size.

And it's this point that

should appeal tea people who
are buying a micro for the

first time. Sooner or later, as

their command of the micro

increases, they will want to

move on to using the

language that the micro

itself uses, machine code.

The Electron's assembler

provides a fairly straight

forward entry into this area,

Sadly, while the assembler is

one of the best features of

the Electron, the very begin-

ners who will benefit from it

probably don't know enough

about micros to appreciate

just what they are getting. A
pity, because the Spectrum

has nothing comparable.

In lots of other ways the

Electron scores over the

Spectrum, its RGB socket

for output to a colour

monitor and the video
output are features the

Spectrum lacks.

The system which allows

storage of programs on

cassette is far superior on

the Electron, Then there's an

internal clock, and the multi

way adaptor provided at the

back of the Electron
promises far greater expan-

sion possibilities than on the

Spectrum.

In fact it will eventually be

possible to turn your
Electron into a fairly respect-

able copy qf its big brother,

the BBC Micro-

All in all, the Electron

wins hands down. However,

which is the better value for

money? Are the extra

features that you got worth

the E70?
In my opinion they are.

For anyone who can afford

the choice and who wants a

serious introduction to

micros then the machine to

go for is the Electron,

It cymes down to this -

the Spectrum is a good
micro, but the Electron is a

far fasti nr one.

twtvrwh-t Im I

With a little

help from
their parents

COUNTING is a simple, fun te play,

learning game for very young children.

The program puts between one and

nine "counters" on the screen far the

child to courti. The player presses the

number calculated and. with appropriate

noises for right and wrong, the computer

counts out the counters.

To have another go press the space

ber. To finish press escape.

Heware, though, because it's not a

game for children on their own. So
parents should make sura you've got

plenty of free time.

Children learn most by discussing

their super! ©rices with others. This pro-

gram is designed to make full use of a

child's most important educational

resource — you 1

10 REH C0UNTIN6

20 m (Cl ELECTRON USER:

30 mi i

40 m JP05Z(9] t YP[ES<?)

50 ENVELOPE 3,1,90,-15

, -15, 10,20,20, 124,0

,0 ,’126,124,124

60 ENVELOPE 5, 1,70,6,0

,3S ,10,0, 126,0,0,-126

,124,126

70 VBLi 19,0,3,0,0,0

30 m 17,3,4,0,0,0

90 m 23, 224,1*3, 7, 13

.31,43,127,255

100 m 23,225,127,43,31

,15,7,3,3.0

110 m 23.224,252.243,240

T 224, 172,120,0,0

120 VDU 23,227. 0,12S, 192

,224i 240,240, 252, 254

130 SHAPE**™ (2Z4H

CHRf (2271 +CHR* (101+

CHRf (fl]+CHR$ 101 +

CHRl (225>+CHRI (2241

140 REPEAT

150 US
140 RUrtBE!tt=RNQ(9!

170 YSTEFX-31/NUflEERE.

180 FDR LflOFM TO NUNIEfft

1^0 J(PK* (LOOPS! *RNB(3BT

200 IfPQSE (LOOP*

)

“ RK 0 1 VSTEfl-1 3

210 COLOUR 1

220 PRINT TftBUPQSXaflflP?.)

.(YSTEPJMLODFI-n+YFDS-.

LCDP2H ) J SHAPE*

230 mi
240 REPEAT

jftNSIOf-GETt

i UNTIL LNSTRC 123456709'

, ANSWER*

3

250 IF VAL t ftN SNESH7 -N 1W1BERTS

THEN SQIM 1,3,100,-1

ELSE SOUND 3 .5,100,-1

260 COLOUR 3

270 FDR L0GP3=1 TO NUMBER

2m PRINT TABUPKilUM

t
(YS7EP1E# (LOOP2-1 J +YPDSX l

LDOP7s)3);LDOP:-:

290 HAIT5C-T [ ME

; REPEAT UNTIL TIME >iOG+*f

AIT*

300 NEXT

3!Q iFU5,0

320 AI-GET*

330 UNTIL FALSE



SOUNDS

BUILD up a library of exciting sounds to
enhance your own programs with these
listings. And many more in the months to come!



electron
FELIX AND THE

FRUIT MONSTERS

sSSsSr

Gr#m|ina ""

mine- coofe'i

tUCTRON

LgSS?iffi«WOOWaaJ'y’.,

tUCTftON

fJU
f*UX

JN THE fArr^^y

^yScSSe !LS



'»&&***

GORW^

.. «“ tlf cw»'
M*"!**' STcH'Nt-

*°°nSw„

K I LI £ B e dR I LLA

Scdto tHft kwvworfr tower
I S69I9V»B .-r- —

I i»„ uinsi b arrt is and firibaLi 6 Iff

' r I t4iA ttiTiVM! rrv dwt^WS-Fas«ue tha ditttMi *n

(ALLMACHINE-COOe*
£7,35, >5

ELECTRON

voop

M*jl On**: Plaint add
-Iftr p*r 6*d*r Id CDVir
P. h P.

These titles and
many more are
available for your

computer. Send an
SAE for our free colour
catalogue. WnntA »n-Y pNjg-mm*

'cr ihe 4i*cu*fi ar

BBC W* piy
203£ l-DVa^lKElBoth ELECTRON and

BBC MICRO programs can be
obtained from selected branches
of W.H.SMITH,JOHN MENZIES,
BOOTS, all good dealers, or
direct from MICRO POWER

All CASSCTT6S SEE FULLY <3 LAP AN T£ E

D

ANLJ COV’A N TWO RECORDINGS
Alpric« nch,si'/eof VAlT.

We have placed large

orders for the Electron.

Please 'phone to check availability.

We are also authorised dealers for the
BBC Micro and have a wide range of disk-

drives, printers, books, etc,
stop prsss . WE'RE EXPANDINGS- stop press

SHOWROOM ADDRESS; MAI L ORDER ADOfl E$$;
MORTHW000 HOUSE B/8A REGENT STHERT

I

WORTH STREET CHAPEL ALLERTON
LEEDS L57 2AA LEEDS L57 APE
T^l: (OS 32) 458800 T*l: (OS 32) &83166 or 696343—



Enemy Cylons on your tong-range,

off screen radar. Fire the high

energy laser boltswhen they come
into range. Protective shields

l t j P

BBC
imo range- rroiecnve smeius
against their missiles. Back to the

mothership to M
refuel then
into Cylon
action again.£P0

BOUNCER £6 ARCADE GAME
Tirvank ymir lucky stars !df the anti-Fritfter

acocfi to catch th&BiiliBOIDS before they

drain the universe inlocalivion.

HGWSZAT £6-901—2 PLAYER
CRICK ET Be a trickel star and shfOy all

:lae hazards Ql CiiCkeH to baa! yGu^equd-iy

keen Opponent

HORROR CASTLE EB
ADVENTURE GAME A Lwautllij!

Ur ncess wai'S far ytm 10 save her Bl I dew
par.vDugel inlo the e,i*1!e? The clues iead

you lolhe hidden guarded prison

SHRINKING PROFESSOR £8
ADVENTURE GAME vew'TB only an

inch high hd* are you gO-ihg 10 SufVW the

garden' *i1h all those monsl I
spiders, ants

and other $iaht horrors Tna crystals do <’•

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY
£6.90TWO PLAYER DARTS
B<? a top darik champion and en;oy ihe
hazards of SCI

,
Shanghai and olher games

100C81 yaii.
r equally Keen Opponent

PLANES £B ARCADE GAME -

Fasl or sfcw, 5ki- -and speed a-e needed 10

raealthe anemy airtralt ailae*.

^
BOUNCER ARCADEGAME

jjj
HOWSZATl-2 PLAYERCWCKET

[~~| HORROR CASTLE ADVENTURE GAME

| j

SHRINKING PROFESSOR ADVENTURECAME

ONE HUMORED AND EIGHTY TWO PLAYER DAHTS

J
PLANES ARCADEGAME

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER AND MOST COMPUTER BOOK SHOPS
ALSO AT: JOH N MENZI E&, *W. H. SMITH (STARRED ITEMS ON LY)

DIRECT FROM MAI L ORDER DEPT. Tel: (&70fl) 341111

freepost AND packing. PLEASE SEND ME A COPY OF CYLON ATTACK

TOTAL CHEQUE/P O ENCLOSED OR CREDIT CARD NUMBER

NAME

A&Fsoftware
Unit Sr Canal Side Industria l Estate,

Woodbine Street East, Rochdale, Lancashire OLtC 5LB


